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If either man or woman would realize the full power of personal beauty, it would be by cherishing NOBLE thoughts and hopes & purposes; by having something to DO, and something to LIVE FOR that is worthy of humanity, and which, by expanding the capacities of the soul, gives expansion and symmetry to the body which contains it (Edwards, p. 41).

Interpreted: "For as a man thinketh in his heart, so is he!" Prov. 23:7.
THINK young, BE young!
TALK young, SEEM young!
LIVE young, GROW younger! and BEAUTIFUL!

I. AGE DOES NOT STEAL AWAY THE BEAUTY OF LIFE.

A. Prov. 20:29. "The glory of the young men is their strength: and the BEAUTY of old men is the GREY head."
B. Prov. 16:31. "The hoary head (white or grey head) is a crown of GLORY, if it be found in the way of righteousness."

A TRUISM: "You take all the experience and judgment of men over 50 out of the world and there wouldn't be enough left to run it ..... Henry Ford.

TO OUR OLDER FOLKS: You are important! You are beautiful!

II. THE BEAUTIFUL LIFE!!!

   How? *Ps. 90:17. God IN us!!!!
   *Ps. 29:2 & 96:9.
   There is Beauty in Righteousness, Love, Kindness, Piety, Reverence, Compassion and Forgiveness. Marks of Maturity!!!


A. Same as *Isa. 52:7.
B. We owe a debt to YOU who have gone before us to smooth the way! Our lives are easier because of you! *POEM. THE BRIDGE BUILDER.

INV. THANK YOU: For teaching us how to believe.
Mk. 16:15-16. To repent! Lk. 13:3.